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INTRODUCTION 
At a descriptive level, the purpose of the present 
Pris to document the structural changes in the landholding 
ntern in the 1970s with respect to (a) the size .distribution of 
Mrship holdings, (b) the incidence and forms of tenancy and 
rlthe size distribution of operational holdi,ngs, We shall point 
itcertain contrasts in the pattern of .changes in the 1970s vis- 
/rir those in the fiftees and sixkees as well as the inter- 
htedifferences in the pattern of changes in the seventees. We 
I 
/lot hwever , attempt here any comprehensive explanation OF the 1 .  
krved ~ontrasts between the two periods or of inter-state 
ifferences in the seventees. 
A t  ar analytical level. the purpose of the study is the 
klowing: ;a to identify, through a decomgositipn exercise, the 
llttive importance of demograahic and non-demographic factors in 
kuting for the observed change in the average size of 
Wrhip holdings for individual status and all India, (L) to 
It tha relationship between ahanges in the average size of 
hershi3 holding, incidence of landless households on the one 
adand rhanges in the level and pattern .of concentration of 
ntrship ho-ding on the other, and (c) to examine the effect of 
mges in thc incidence of tenancy on the concentration of 
prational holling . 
The analysi: is based on the data available from the 26th 
37th rounds o: Kational Sample Survey (NSS) relating to the 
yearc 1971-72 and 1981-82 respectively. Both the surveys used the 
same concepts and sarr?le framework and therefore, the estimat*S 
derived :r fsiyly ccmpa.r,:t\l?l . To anticipate the brmM 
conclusion regarding the change in the landholding structure in 
the seventees, is that there has been rapid marginalization @f 
landholding structure in most parts of India, due to mainly l 
disproportionate proliferation of marginal holdings (bath 
ownership and operational). Such a change in the distribution 
households has been a factor accounting for a decline in the 
average size of ownership holdings and in the change in the  
structure of landholdings in the seventees compared to the 
preceeding two decades. 
Thus, as a prelude to the present study, it is useful 
t3 review the structural changes in landholding in the fifties 
and sixties. The trends in landholding during this period am 
revealed from the various rounds of the NSS may be brief 1Y 
sumrised ~s follows; (i) the number as well as the proportie. 
of h>useholds in .the marginal size groups of holdings ha4 
declin?d, (ii) the number of small holdings had increased bul 
their slare in total holdings declined. The area under this mi24 
group ha1 increased in absolute terms and also as a proportian t a  
the total area, (iii) in the case of medium sized holdings, th i  
trend nota was the same as that for small holdings, and (iv) thd 
number as oell as proportion of big and large holding declined 
the area una?r these holdings had also declined both in absalu$ 
terms and as a proportion to the total area. These trends W * r  
observed to be similar in al: the states. The above periods 81. 
witnessed a lecline in the ircidence of tenancy. There was a180 
decline in tho proportion of landless households. The armra4 
d i e  of ownership and operatiorlal holdings had shown a sharply 
falling trend in all. the states. 
Wh?t ha6 beer the effect of th--je changes in the 
landholding pattern on the concentration of land? According to 
Sanyal (1977) thaugh the period had witnessed a reduction in the 
proportion of landless housenelds- and the number of large 
holdings, v.?lz concentraticn :::=atio remained high. Since the 
distribution can charqe even when the concentration ratio 
remained the s a w ,  this 1:Ieasuxe is not a good indicator to 
capture the changes in the land. distribution over time. In this 
context, one method adopted by Vyas (19?9) was to estimate the 
changes in tne scale of landholding. His principal finding from 
thin exercise 4s acmmariser! below: 
" Over the years top concentration of owned as well as 
operational holdings has decreased in a large number of states; 
bottom concnntratlon has also decreased in several states. In 
states wh-re bottorn ccncencration has decreased, the gxoportion 
.. . 
of nor, -owning, i?.brl.-cu.. L, ,:., : ,;-LLZ~ILS~?S declined. Thus, now 
in larue var t s  of the country ownership structure has become less 
skewed over a period of time and access to land more equitably 
distributed". (Vyas: 1979) 
Vyas identified the operation of a ladder process as 
the principal force behind the structural changes in landholding 
pattern. Tnis process has worked both in the upward and downward 
direction. The upward manifestation has taken place by landless 
workers acq,,~iring land and becoming marginal land owners and 
'amali land owncrs by the same p::ocess becoming medium land 
owners. The process can come in the :reverse direction by the sale 
af l a ~ d b y  the nigher size groups t.3 the lower size groups and 
downward movement of the higher size groups to the lower s ize  
groups due to partitioning of households. Thus, in states whet@ 
there has beer! a decl i~? .e  in the  bottom concentration, thenumber 
of landless households showed a declining trend, This suggestn 
that the landless have been acquiring tiny plots of land. m* 
possible explanations cited for the decline in b o t t *  
concentration of the households are (1) Purchase of land bY 
marginal and small farmers and sale of land mainly by large a 
medium farmers, (2). impact of land reforms, (3). demographid 
pressure necessitating the division of holdings. Sanyal 11977) 
has also offered a similar explanation for the botte 
concentration of land. However, he also observed that th 
creation of small landowners through various re-distributi~ 
measures would rather increase than solve the problem of tb 
inequality in the distribution of owned land. 
It is evident from the foregoing review that t. 
structure of landholding has undergone significant changes in tm  
fifties and sixties. Further there has been a definite tr. 
(tbugh not very strong) towards more even distribution of 1 
and Improvement in its access among rural households. 
To what extent the structural changes in landholdi 
in the fifties and sixties continued to operate in the 
will be aralysed in this paper. Since data on landholding in 
eighties 3rk not available, we could not examine the change# 
landholdinss in recent years. However, using the agricult 
census datai lor 1981 and 1986, we will briefly indicate t 
direction in Yhich the size of landholdings has been moving 
the first half c f  the eighties. 
This paper is organised in five sections including this 
introduction. In section I, we will examine the changes in the 
size an4 qistribution of own( :ship holding. In section 11, the 
ehanges i a  the incidence and form of tenancy are analysed. The 
changes i n  the size distribution of operational holdings are 
examined in section IV. The last section brings together the main 
findings of this paper and highlights the policy implications. 
If. Size and Distribution of Ownership holding 
A comparison of the estimates from the 26th and 37th 
rounds of the NSS shows a decline in the average size of 
awnership holding for the country as a whole: from 1.53 hectares 
in 1971 to 1.28 hectares by 1981. Across states the average area 
awned has declined in all the states except Assam, Haryana and 
*rissa (see table 1). 
There is also large disparity among states in terms of 
average s i z e  of own -rship holding. This disparity has declined 
during :r;';',-?l, air: - n f l  .-.c+-.' :- 'h~ -erluction in the coefficient 
of variation from 63.9 per cent in 1971 to 53.67 per cent in 
1981. 
The changes in the average size of holding may be du? 
to  the influence of the following factors: (a) Per capita owned 
lane: If it declines with increase in population the formation of 
M W  households can take place only through bringing changes in 
the existing area of owned land. Conversely if the per capita 
@mod land increases, the new households can be accommodated in 
the additional area that has been created. Thus changes in per 
Table i 
Average Area Owned by Households in Various 
Stqtes in India 
States Averaq, area (hectares) 
1971 1981 % change 
Andhra Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Himachal Pradesh 
Jammu f Kashmir 
ilernataka 
Kerale 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Orissa 
Pun j ab 
Ra j asthan 
Tamil Nadu 
Uttar Pradesh 
West B e ~ g a l  
All India 1.53 1.28 -16.34 
Note : Estimates include landless households. 
Source: a. Government of India (1976) : Tables on ~ a n & h c w  
All-India , 26th round, July 1971- September 1972, 
Report No.215, Department of Statistics, Ministry af 
Planning. 
b. Gqvernment of India (1982) : Sarvekshana, Vo1.5, 
No's . 3  & 4, Issue Nc .16, January -- .ipril, ~epartment 
r .  . OL S.Latis.;Lc,, L ' L A L L Z ~  L A Y  02 Pianning. 
c. Government of India (1989): Some Asgects pf_ 
Household Ownership Holdinq, 37th round, Jan - D w  
1982, No. 330, Dapartnent of Statistics, Ministry 
Planning. 
cwita land can influence the average size. (b) ~_vpr_aw, f a q  
t 
size: Households with larger family size will have d i v e r s i f i a  
-
sources of income, better ability to take risk and accumul*ll 
land becalse of thair higher income position etc. Thus change. 4 
the averaye family size may influence the average size 
holding3. ( r )  The distribution of households: Because sf d 
ladder process, ' househol'ds may move up or down in the scale '. 
landholding ard effect changes in the average size of holldin#. 
In order to bring out the effect of the above variables 
t,he average size oL holding, vie have formulated the following 
TL 
Sverziqo area owned = , where TL = Total land owned 
TI3 TH = Total households 
%ia cam be expressed in terms of the three factors discussed 
marlier as follows : 
n Li P i H i 
.'Lr.rage area owned = C - x - x - = C A B C 
i=l Pi Hi TH 
whore Li. = land owned in the ith size class and C Li = TL; 
Pi =Number of persons in the ith size class; 
Hi = number of ho,useholas in the ith size class and 
THI = Total number of households. 
The first component X = L i j P r  defined as the size class 
dirtribution of per capita larid owned; second component B = Pi /Ht 
-present the size class distribution of household size and the 
third camponent C = Hi /TH is the size class distribution of 
Lea A O ( 1 )  be the aver-~e area owned far the year 1 and 
be the area owned for the terminal year. The changes in the 
average srcs owned can be written as 
In this equation, the first term of the right hand side 
1 (Az-Ar ) Bi  CI explains the effect of changes in the size class 
Fiatribution of per clpita land; the second term C A1 (Bn -BI ) Ci 
)%plains the effect of changes in the size class distribution of 
beusehold size and the third term C A1 B1 ( ~ 2  -CI 1 .  represents the 
bffect of changes in the siz? class distributior. of households. 
m e  last terms indicate the joint effects. The results of the 
deccrnposifion excrc.;-se for the psriod ~971-72 to 1 9 8 1 - 8 2  for 111 
Indic and ST-ates Gse given 5.n t?.ble 2 .  From this table the 
Tabla 2 
C t i n P : r l t * ~ t . ; . ? ~  -f Different Factors tc the Change in Average Size 
of Owned Lan(i !1971-813 
. - -  - . - - - - -  -----*-0-------- 
----- -.--.-----.---------------.*---- - - - ~ ~ - ~ . .  -  ------ 
R e l a t i v e  Contribsition by (b) 
Otsej-vsd ------------------.-------------------- 
Change Per czyita Household Household Joint 
State!; (hactares) land size d i s t r ibut ion  Effects 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
finch;? Pxadesh -C. 1913 15.68 -21.23 -88.71 -5.74 
A s s s m  0.0224 -208.88 148.34 138.48 22.06 
Dihar -0.0994 24.83 -6.34 -112.69 -5.80 
Grl jerat -0.5957 -6?..65 42.45 -72.18 -8.62 
Haryana 0.0537 -221.80 270.26 208.49 -156.95 
Hlmachal Pradssh -0.0585 -49.i6 6.17 -84.59 27.58 
Jammu €i Ezshnlc -0.1881 -109.35 30.72 -32.82 11.55 
Rarnata32 -C. 2593 -22.56 35.68 -92.36 -14.82 
Kerzla -3.C536 48.0:. -64.71 -75.31 -7.96 
liadllya Pyc.J::;l~ -.3.7193. -4.9 -5.1 31.43 -85.30 -4.46 
Kah?ras> t rz  --2.5?.CO -4.24 0.44 -95.16 -0.44 
Cricsa C.0275 -109.53 109.84 101.19 -0.70 
Pun j ab -0.C309 -14.13 44-63 -134.42 3.92 
Ra jastha? -0.5954 0.61  82.37 -107.76 -15.22 
T 2 m i l  Mad:,! -2.1.75 C 29.45 -18.83 -97.27 -13.35 
Utter PrcG:?zX -2.OGCd -132.20 333.76 -78.05 -23.51 
WC:t i?engzi -c. 147 1 -22.'1'; 25.23 -98.76 -3.70 
-----....-.--- .. 
-------- ,, , ,-- .  .--.-.- --..- -I.s-3T..ia-Z----.L =-=======I=======  -:f =- -
A l l  -6- -2.' .-C 'YZ8.7 .',9 " % 3 -  - -  
A. i -  .. . . --. -. -38.43 . -1.40 
Change 9n househole distribution has an unamhigi~ous a1.4 
'positive' cor.tribution to change in the average size a t  
ownership holding for all India and for all states. That is 1 .  
say, change in household distribution helps to account for either 
an increase or decrease in the average size of owner8h.r 
holdings, so~nathing that is not In general true of the other t.r. 
components. Eoreover, change in h~usehold distribution emerges .a 
the single most significant component (in terms of its relati.'! 
percentage contribvtion) in accounting for the observed, chant4 
(decline) in the average size oL ownership holding for all 1nd;l 
and all states except a group of five states (namely, Assam, 
Haryana, Orissa, Jamm-: and Kashmir and Uttar Pradesh) where, in 
my case, t h i s  alocg t~:.t*? -5  t>.e other two components (per 
capita land and household size) together account for the observed 
change. 
In order to bring out the effect .of the changes in the 
r ize  distribution of ownership holding on concentration of land, 
we have estimated the lorenz ratio for 1971 and 1981 (see table 
3 ) .  We have given two sets of estimates one including landless 
households and another excluding them. The latter estimates are 
higher than the former estimates, thereby indicating that the 
inclusion of the landless has resulted in an increase in the 
concentration ratio of land. 
The value of the lorenz ratio is high for all India and 
for most of the states. In the case of Jammu and Kashmir and 
Rimachal Pradesh, the values are far below the all India average. 
In the seve--ties, the lorenz rstio at the all India level, has 
remained almost the same. But, the interregional variation has 
slight! y ;.?creased, as is evident from the increase in the 
1 
coefficient of variation from 12.38 % to 16.22 %. The trends 
across the states have shown significant variation. The 
concentration ratio has declined in Assam, Bihar, Haryana, 
Rimachal Pradesh, Kerala, Orissa, Punjab and Uttar Pradesh. The 
rate of decline is very sharp in Himachal Pradesh. The ratio has 
increased in Jammu and Kashmir, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, 
Haharashtra, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal. 
What are the factors that may have contributed to the 
changes in concentration ratio across states? Taking clue from an 
earlier study (Sanyal:1977) that creation of small and marginal 
holdings may l ead  to increase in the concentration of land, w* 
estimated the correlation between percentage changes in averago 
size of '--l?ings and pcrcentc , !~  changes in the lorenz ratio for 
the inter state cross section data. The estimated value of the 
correlation coefficient was negative (r=-0.513) and significant 
at 5 percent level, indicating that there is a negative and 
proportional relationship between change in average size of 
holding and change in the concentration of land. 
Table 3 
Estimates of Lorenz Ratio for Ownership Holdings by States in India: 
1971 and 1981. 
Lorenz ratio 
States (excludes 0 size class) (includes 0 size class) 
1971 1981 per cent 1971 1981 per cent 
change change 
1. Andhra Pradesh 
2. Assam 
3. Bihar 
4. Gujarat 
5. Haryana 
6. Himachal Pradesh 
7. Jammu f Kashmir 
8. Karnataka 
9. Kerala 
:O.Padhya Pradesh 
L1.Maharashtra 
12.0rissa 
1S.Punjab 
14.Pajastaan 
15 .?amil Nadu 
15 .Ut tar Pradesh 
l;,We;t Bengal 
In order to gain further insight into the effect 
changts in size of holding on the distribution of land, w 
estimatsh the share in area owned of bottorn 40 per cent, 40 t o  1 
percent, 4) to 90 percent, top 5 percent, top 10 percent, top 1 
ercent an3 top 20 percent of the households. For computi.nd t y  
rhare the lagrangian interpolation formula was useds. A comparison 
ef interpolated values with known functional values was done to 
verify t i r e  accuracy of the estilliaLed values by using the graph of 
the estimated decile values6. The estimated values of the various 
regments are given in table 4. 
The trends in the estimated share of owned land of 
various sagments in the scale of landholding has shown the 
following patterns ecross the states, (a). The states where the 
bettom and middle concentration (40 to 80 percent and 40 to 90 
percent) have increased and the top concentration declined, The 
rtates falling in this group are Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal 
Pradesh, Orissa and Punjab; (b) The states where the bottom and 
riddle concentration have declined and the top concentration 
increased. This pattern is noted in Jammu and Kashmir, ~arnataka, 
Kerala and Maharashtra; (c) In the remaining states the pattern is 
nixed and the changes are no-t striking. In Andhra Pradesh, bottom 
eoncentratic,~ remained almost unchanged, middle concentration 
rhowed slight increase and top concentration slight decline. In 
Usam, bottom concentration declined; middle concentration 
increased; coming to the top concentration, it is seen that the 
rhare of the top 5 percent increased, but that of other segments 
declined. In Bihar, the share of the various segments showed only 
nrrgina; change. A similar pattern is noted in Madhya Pradesh 
also. It. Rajasthan the middle concentration has slightly in- 
creased, aad the top concentration showed a slight decline. In 
Uttar Pradesh, the bottom concentration has slightly increased and 
the top concentration slightly declined. In West Bengal, the 
distribution has remained almost unchanged. For the country as a 
whole, the share of the various segments remained almost the same, 
Table 4 
Share of Ownership holdinas in various category 
----------------------------=----------------------*-------------- 
........................... -------------------------------------:::::=z=::z::::x:::=:=====z::~*:: 
States Year Rottor 10 t 10 t to 80 t 10 2 to 90 t Top 5 ? TOP 10 t TOP 15 t Tar 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------...-- 
Andhra Pradesh 1971 - 1.61 25.11 44.12 38.46 54.27 65.36 R:: 
1981 1.69 26.27 61.58 38.28 53.73 61.53 RL 
Hirachal Pradtsh 1971 8.66 33.99 51.38 26.38 39.96 1B.M 9.4 
1981 8.85 35.51 53.59 24.47 37.56 47.71 3.W 
Jarru b Kashmir 1971 12.55 39. (1 57.30 19.67 30.15 39.52 U.I 
1981 9.58 37.16 56.22 20.77 31.20 44.13 51.W 
Karnstaka 1971 4.08 32.70 51.31 30.10 14.61 51.66 63.9 
1981 3.26 31.87 50.02 31.90 16.72 56.92 b i . M  
Kerala 1971 1.52 28.89 is. 57 35.68 52.91 61.86 0.0 
1981 N 22.81 45.35 36.88 51.65 67.57 7?,14, 
Iadhya Prsdesh 1971 5.66 31.:9 53.11 27.02 11.23 51.57 1,ll 
1981 6.93 31.7: 53.65 27.24 41.43 51.79 N.4 
Pun Job 
Tamil Nadu 1971 0.39 26.59 :7.71 36.23 51.90 61.0! 73.U 
1981 N 26.93 13.26 35.68 51.71 6 1 .  73.01 
Uttar Pradesh 19?1 3.71 32.22 C.29 29.15 13.97 51.77 6(.M 
1981 1.65 32.65 5.19 28.64 13.86 1 1  62.1 
West Benoal 1971 1.96 31.98 52.'2 29.28 45.12 56.9k 66.W 
1981 2.11 31.29 52. b: 29.19 45.00 57.87 66.51 
-------------------------------------------------------------..------------------------.------.-. 
India 1971 2.60 27.55 46.2! 35.79 51.20 61.91 69A 
1981 2.41 27.80 16.7; 35.36 50.84 61.81 69.16 
=.*====:*=====-------- ------=-*-..------ ----- -------I----- 
--------==------ - --------I-----==------- - - - - - ~ f D = D X = ~ X ~ ~ X ~ L X 8 X = O X ~ = Z Z 1 C I S X X L - = = I O ~ %  
N = Nealiaible 
Since the shares of the various segments in the scale of 
radholding have undergone change, it may have affected .the 
kewness in the distribution cf land. In order to bring out this 
(harply, we derived a composite index of skewness by appiying the 
Principal Component Analysis to the distribution of shares7. The 
results are given in Table 5. The -estimates showed that the 
direction of changes in skewness has been towards the bottom size 
proups of holdings in 10 states and towards the larger size group 
r 
bf hold.ings in seven states. It may be noted that in majority of 
the states, the magnitude of change in the index is very low- The 
exceptions to this are a few states namely Kerala (+10.4%), Jarnrnu 
m d  Kashmir (+19.5"1 , Haryana (-10.7%) , Himachal Pradesh (-7.1%) 
and Karnataka (+5.6%) 
Table 5 
Index of Skewness for the Distribution of Ownership Holding 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1971 1981 % change 
m=-------=---------------------------------=--=---=------------ 
 ................................. -- --- ------------ 
Andra Pradesh 86.28 84.74 -1.78 
Assam 49-36 50.02 1.34 
Bihar 77.52 77.97 0.58 
Gujarat 70.03 67.87 -3.09 
Haryana 81.83 73.02 -10.76 
Himachal Pradesh 57.89 53.77 -7.12 
Jaamu & Kashmir 39.88 47.64 19-47 
Karna t aka 66.91 70.66 5-61 
Kerala 80.61 89-04 10.46 
Madhya Pradesh 60.78 61.02 0.39 
Maharastra 66.82 69.29 3.69 
Orissa 64.73 51.99 -4.24 
Punjab 90.45 39.04 -1.56 
Rajas than 67.28 55.34 -2.88 
Tamil Nadu 03-03 92.78 -0.30 
Uttar Pradesh 66.68 65.75 -1.39 
West Bengal 69-23 69.86 0.91 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
All India 80-00 79.47 -0-66 
x====B===L======='======II=='1======3===========~=============~ 
Path analysis has been applied to measure the 
determinants of lorenz ratio and skewness of the share of 
distribution of land ( for details, see Kendall and 
O'Murircheartaigh, 1977). The path coefficient is estimated usiq 
Ordinary Least Squares regression equations which neasure tha 
strength of the relationship between any .)air of variableC 
includedin the model. The most important assumption of Patb' 
analysis is the specification of the causal ordering of variabltr  
in the model. The validity of the causal ordering cannot be tested 
from the data, but we can evaluate its appropriateness on tha 
basis of our theoretical framework and interpret the findingl 
accordingly. 
Figure I displays the model used in the present study 
where population density, average size of owned area, and tha 
incidence of landlessness are taken as the variables influencing 
lorenz ratio and skewness of the distribution of land. 
Figure I. Path diagram of factors affecting distribution of 
land 
Unknown Unknown Unknown 
factors factoxs factors 
-0.4338* -0.3729* 
0.5037" * 
Landless 0.3635' 
ness ( % )  
* *  significant at S'percent level 
* significant at 10 percent level 
$ significant at 15 percent level 
The nature of relationships envisaged in this model il 
two fold: Firstly, as the population pressure on land increases( 
the average area owned tends to decline. And with the decline il 
average ar.za,  there w i l l  be i: tend-?ncy towards increasing the 
COncentra",.~,~ of lanc? and skewncss in l.md distribution. Secondly, 
because 3c the operation of the ladder prc ,ess, there will be 
upward and downward mobility of the households in the scale of 
mdholdinp. C~~sequentiy, :bere will be changes in the incidence 
@f landles:; hauseholds which eay influence the chanaes in the 
Cmncentracion ratio and sker.7r~cs.i in land distribution. 
TaSle 6 
f f  ect  of Grorrth Rate? in Dsnsity, ?.-;@rage Area Owned and Landlessness 
on Growth Sate in Lorenz fiaFio and Skerrness 
---------____----_--------------------------------------------------- 
evendont variable Area Loren~ skewness 
Owned r a t i o  of share 
=-=--------------------------------------------------=------------- 
- ---------------- ------------- 
Average area owned 
(a ) .  Direct e f fec t  -- - -0.3729 --- 
(b) . Indirect effect 
tilr' lozeiiz rat io  --- --- -0.1685 
(c) .  Total eZfect --- -0.3729 -0.1683 
Landless 
(1). Direct eifecl --- 0.5037 0.3645 
(b) , Indirect effect 
t h r '  lorenz ratio --- --- 0.2276 
(c) . Total effect --- 0.5037 0.5921 
Density 
( a ) .  Direct 3ff ect -0.4338 --- --- 
(b) . Indirec e f f e c t  
8 7  -- - 
LY. -. .r- - -  
- - -  0.1618 --- 
thr' aq;.area t h r '  lorenz rat io  --- --- 0.0731 
(c) . Total ef f e e t  -0.4338 0.1618 0,0731 
-=I==&- --= . -----------I-----.-----------.--------=-s---=-s--se=Ge=x= -  - 
The estimated path coefficients for the model are given 
in fable 6. As expected, t h 5  changes in the lorenz ratio is 
strongl:~ influenced positively by the changes in the landlessness 
(0.5337) ana negatively by the changes in the average area owned 
(-0.3729). However, the effect of landlessness is higher than area 
ewned. Fie elso observed thct the changes in the skewness are 
directly influenced positively by both changes in the lorenz ratio 
(0.453.8) anc changes in t he  landlessness (0.3635) . Further, 
changes iu ',he landlessness indirectly (through average area 
emed! affect the skewness by G.2276. Hence the total effect of 
landlessness (0.5921) on skewness of the land distribution is 
higher than the total effect of average area owned (-0.1685) en 
skewness of the land distribution. Also, it should be noted that 
changes in the population density has a negative effect on chanars 
in the area owned (-0.4338) . Further, the population density f m  
affecting the lorenz ratio through average area owned posi tive3 y 
by 16.18 percent and it affects the skewness througn average area 
owned and landlessness positively by 7.31 percent. From th* 
analysis it can be inferred that, though the landlessness ham 
greater impact of changing the distribution of land, t h e  
population pressure changes the distribution of land significantl? 
through average area owned. 
In the preceding analysis we have seen the changes i m  
the structure of ownership holding and some of the undcrlyimr 
factors. The extent to which the landholding pattern has respondel 
to changes in the operation of the land lease market will ba 
examined in the following section. 
111. Incidence of Tenancy 
In the early seventies, 24 percent of the households ra 
rural Zndia leased in land and the leased in land accounted fe3 
about 13.69 percent of their owned land7 . The percentago m i  
households Leasing out land was however lower at about 9.8 percenf 
and they leaaed out about 5.8 percent of their owned land. burfar 
the period Lnder study, both in terms of households and are8 
there has been a sharp decline in the incidence of tenancy. Tht 
Percentage of Souseholds leasing in land declined from 23.7 
18.5. The percent3ge of leased in area to owned area declined frr 
10.7 to 7.5. In the case of households leasing.outland, i 
declined from 9.9 po,rcent to 5.5 percent. The area leased *U 
I 
declined fr~s 5 - 8  to 8 - 3  percent.. 
Among states in the country, the incidence of tenancy 
veried sign . f  icantly. In the e? :y seventies : 9  perce3t of the 
housebalds in Assan leased in land; this was followed by Bihar, 
T a m i l  z,C~i, '<:?:ar Pradesh, Ear;*asa and Punjab. The lowest Per- 
centags of hcuseholds leasing il' land was in Gujarat and Jammu and 
Aamhmir. T\ere was also no correspondence between the percentage 
*f households leasing in land and the relative importance of 
leased in area to owned area across states. ~egarding changes in 
the L e ~ s i n g  in of land, all the states witnessed a sharp decline 
(see table 7) in terms of area and all but Orissa and Maharastra 
in tex.rns of households. 
Table 7 
Perceak?.ge cf Eouseholds Leasing-in Land to All Households 
&--.- -- -.. ... -.- .--.---.----- --....--. .--.. A,.-------r~---=ri:---.===== 
Households 
1971 1981 
Leased-in Area 
to O'cmed Area 
1971 1981 
- 
Xndhra ~r+desh 20.95 19.74 9.08 6-51 
Assam 49.17 14-09 23-23 6.87 
31br 33.48 '7.22 16-17 10.42. 
;~ l j ;> ; -~  13.74 9 . 0 1  4-31 ' 2.00 
Iiarvacti 29.41 22-28 27.80 19.65 
rirnachzil Psadaoh 25.62 16.95 11.23 2-94 
. z.,..,. ". Zasbmir 13.15 5.40 8.03 2.79 
Kaznat aka 27.68 16.95 17.14 6-62 
6er 51 a 17.67 12.70 9.10 2.28 
Yadkya Pxadesh 23.26 12 29 '8.25 3-80 
ilaharashtxa 14-69 16.-0 6.78 5 . 57 
0:rissa 14.75 16.81 14.70 '8.04' 
P ! m j a ~  27.52 23.63 34.33 18.98 
Ra:as-,han 14.81 9-70 5-50 4.34 
T a ~ r l  Xsdu 3'1 .16 29.22 13.99 13.37 
I'tta-. Pradesh 24.96 2i.27 ' 13-76 11 ,'09 
Kes t 3engal 30.63 2". 09 21.57 12.29 
.-------__------------------------------------------------------ 
All Ir.3i.a 23-72 12.53 . 10.69 7.46 
.-~------'-------- ----.----------------- ----- --=-=--------=----=---- 
- ---- ---.. _ __ _........................... - - -  --- ---- 
Source: a. The same as for tebLe 1 and 
5 .  Government of In653 (1988): Sarvekshana, V01.12, 
No.1, Issue No.36, :uly, Department of Statistics, 
Ministry of Plannin~. 
Tahls 8 
Percentage of Househc~,d.s Leasing-out Land to All Housc3oldl 
============= ===============f === ==============- :==========s 
I T c u ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ! . : .  Leased-out Aru 
State to Owned Are4 
1971 1981 19 7 1 1981 
------------------------------------------------------------- 
Andhra Pradesh 12.05 6.17 8.53 6 -04  
Assam 12.00 3.3.5 8 -18 1 ,it 
Bihar 15.80 7.4? 6.78 9.95 
Gujarat 3.79 2 - 2 2  2.29 1.67 
Haryana 11.63 9.40 8. 05 : .G.6(  
Himachal Pradesh 8.94 9 - 7 4  4.39 C,91 
Jammu & Kashmir 3.73 1.54 3.21 0.91 
Karnataka 11.05 5.8:: 7.99 5.01 
Kerala 5.47 1.65 3.00 0.43 
Madhya Pradesh 7.67 3.19 3.62 3.29 
Maharashtra 5.02 3.10 5.20 2.10 
Orissa 13.11 6.71 7 - 04  5.115 
Punjab 1.". 57 8.35 17.69 11.07 
Ba jas than 5.78 5 .49  4.09 3,11 
"mil Nadu 8.44 7.78 3.88 3-89 
Uttar Pradesh j.0.06 6.73. 6.41 4.79 
W ? s t  Bengal 9.48 3271 8.95 2-48  
-----. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__._ _ _  . _ _ _  _ . -  _______-._________._ ___ -  -.---- 
All India 9.87 5.53 5.77 4.29 
--------------=========-------------------r===================a 
Sotrce: The same as for table 7. 
As regards leasing out of land, all the states w i t n e s ~  
a sharp decline in the percentaqe . ,. holdings l e a k  ~ n g  out land r 
the perce~tage of area leased out to total owned area (see tabll 
8). This Krocess has taken place at different pace across  statcr, 
Consequent:y, the ranking of the states has undergone signified 
change in t?rms of this index of tenancy. 
Thngh the incidence of tenancy has declined i n t h  
seventies, tle lease market has mdergone significant chanaa. TAM 
is reflectel >artly in the change in the distribution of :ieasedi( 
land across size group of holdings and partly in terms ~f lean; 
The distributlol of leased in area across size catec~oriesd 
holdings are siven in table 9. 12 the seventies, the disi:ributia 
of leased in area has moved in favour of the higher sizc aroupi 
holdings in Assam, Bihar , Gu:arat, ~ariana, Karnatakil, Ma& 
12 
Table 9 
: PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF AREA LEASED I N  BY SIZE CLASS OF OPERATIONAL HOLDIA ' STATES 
~ f = ~ l = = = = = = = = = " ~ : I ' = ' t l : = ~ = = = L I = r : I : I :  '=='="=I=:==:= 
Stctcs 0.00-2.02 2.03-1.04 . 6.05-6.07 6.08-10.12 )It All Sizes 
----------------------------- 
1.lndhra Prsdesh 1971 
1981 
2, Assam 
i971 
1981 
M h a r  
1971 
1981 
h. k j a r a t  
1971 
1981 
5. tiarvana 
1971 
1981 
4.Hlnachal Pradtsh 
1971 
1981 
7.Jatau E Kashrir 
1971 
1981 
LKarnataka 
1971 
I981 
9.Ktrala 
1971 
1981 
Il.fladhya Pradesh 
1971 
1981 
il.flsharashtrls 
1971 
1981 
12.brissa 
1971 
1981 
1I.Punlab 
1971 
1981 
tl.Rajasthan 
1971 
1981 
15,Tanil Nadu 
1971 
1981 
16.Uttar Pradesh 
1971 
1981 
17.Wtst 8engal 
1971 
1981 
-------------------------------------------------*---------------------------------------------- 
1111 India 1971 36.97 . 24.99 11.46 13.70 12.90 100.00 
1981 35.12 . 23.86 13.69 13.87 13.66 100.00 
'L==----------'-------------"-- ................................................. 
, - , - - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -,,,-,,----,,------------------------- 
Seurce: Same as for table 7. 
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Orissa, Uttar Pradesh and West Benga1.D 
Andhra Pradesh and Jammu and Kashmir the distribution has moved3 
favour of vrginal and small Laldings. In the remaining steta, 
I 
the trend is mixed. In Himachal Pradesh, the distribution 4 
I 
shifted in favour of marginal an3 medium holdings. In 
marginal and medium size groups and in Tamil Nadu marginall 
large holdings gained from the distribution. On the whole, 
Kashmir . 
1 direction of land transfer has been in favour of the higher ~i 
groups in most of the states except Andhra Pradesh and :ammud 
As regards the forms of tenancy there has been fir 
nificant changes in the seventies (see table 10). For the co~it? 
as a whole, the percentage of area leased in for share of prJ1 
was about 48 percent in 1971 and it slightly declinedt@\j 
I 
percent by 1981. Across the states these forms of tew4 
continued to remain important in all the states except Md 
Prgdesh, Gujsrat , and Kerala. However, its incidence has decli:c( 
in 311 the states except Ocissa and Maharastra. In 
states, the percentage of area under this form of tenancy 
I 
increased. The percentage of area leased for fixed money! 
i 
decl:ned in all the states except Haryana, Punjab, Tamil flq 
Uttar 'radesh and West Bengal. In both Punjab and Haryanr, 
importatce of this form of tenancy has increased in the severti 
Coming to the form of tenancy for fixed produce, its importq 
has increased in Haryana, Himachal Pradesh and west Bengal. 
percentage ?f area leased in under usufructuary mortgage 
increased in ha:asthan. In all states except Punjab, the  
increase8 . 
J 
centage of area 1-eased-in for other terms has shown sub st^) 
T6Te tU 
PERCENTAGE TERRS OF LEASED-If4 OPERATED AREA OVER T E R M  OF CEASE BY STATES 
L=1:~::==~:+=:===:=~:II====I=t====:~t~==f~=~:==::===========r:::~=:=I=t=~:==:::=t:=:=t===r:====:::I=t=:===: 
Terms of Lease 
STATES for f ixed for f i x e d  f o r  share for usufr- f o r  o ther  total 
m o n t ~  produce o t  produce uctuarv terms 
 or tosac 
=tr------..- --..--..- -. ---.." ---. . . . .- -. ' . - ." ...... "-- .----- --".-"----"--"------------- 
----------^-__..------------------------"".---..------"------------------------------------- 
Lkdhra Prdesh 1971 28.30 16.21 35.23 2.33 19.87 100.00 
1981 13.00 11.07 16.76 0.00 65.17 100.00 
7.rsrw 
1971 17.06 15.59 61.85 4.52 20.98 100.00 
1981 15.43 3.35 35.63 0.31 40.48 100.00 
Llittar 
1971 1.26 6.97 78.28 6.00 7.52 100.00 
1981 6.52 3.63 76.82 2.04 11.02 100.00 
1.9ujsrat 
1971 22.76 10.23 39.66 17.90 9.66 100.00 
1981 5.13 0.51 11.28 13.85 69.23 1il0.00 
LHrtana 
1971 12.62 8.51 53.96 7.65 17.45 100.00 
1981 24.15 10.81 46.69 0.33 18.17 100.00 
I.llachal I?rsdesh 
1971 15.7 5.29 49.90 2.35 26.67 100.30 
.I981 7.50 16.25 34.06 7.19 35.00 100.00 
!.Jmu C 3a;hrir 
1971 0.76 8.06 86.85 0.99 3.35 100.00 
1981 2.11 12.26 56.67 0.00 18.78 100.00 
I,lwnataka 
1971 30.90 18.88 39.08 2.52 8.62 100.00 
1981 3.66 4.70 33.93 0.66 57.07 100.00 
f,Kurls 
1971 13.06 39.81 7.33 3.38 36.66 100.00 
198: 3.61 0.00 13.17 2.41 80.98 100.00 
II,IWhra Pradesh 
1C'I 15.01 8.58 ?* 95 1.61 45.84 100.00 
1981 1.68 1.12 k.09 0.56 68.55 100.00 
1l.MrasMra 
1971 25.06 13.82 41.46 3.61 16.26 iOO.OO 
1981 10.96 2.31 51.36 1.54 33.85 100.00 
ll.0rirsa 
197! 7.50 13.15 12.20 1.63 35.22 100.00 
1981 5.14 8.06 46.46 1.51 60.83 100.00 
l.futjab 
1971 28.69 11.67 46.91 2.36 12.55 100.00 
1981 62.13 6.60 43.81 2.05 7.41 100.00 
n.lajasthm 
1971 9.89 10.66 25.86 . 2.66 51.14 100.00 
1981 3.18 1.39 25.06 15.55 54.52 100.00 
klnil fladu 
1971 15.15 28.69 62.31 1.30 12.55 100.00 
1981 19.23 19.87 37.46 2.47 20.97 100.00 
I1Rtr Pradesh 
1171 6.69 5.84 55.11 2,23 30.13 100.00 
1981 8.59 6.88 53.62 0.49 32.42 100.00 
Ak~t Bengal 
1971 . 0.69 2.56 92.43 0.48 3.84 100.00 
1981 2.81 11.91 55.83 0.49 28.93 100.00 
-.----.-----------------------------------------------------------------------".---------- 
&I lndis 1971 15.42 11.61 67.87 3.12 21.95 106.00 
1981 10.86 6.27 64.71 2.23 35.93 100.00 
~?::~:'r:~~t.=t==.==:::t::~=:=:==t=z:t.=xf==::=:x==:=~1=====0==f=====.==t'==~='l=f=~=:~=:= 
iu#: Ssat as tor t a b l e  7, 
In a situation in which there has been a qualitative a1 
quantitative change in tenancy, it. is useful to examine the tp)f 
of household: who are involved .n the lease mc?-rket,. According I 
the 37th round of the National Sample Survey at the all Ind! 
level 34 pcrcont of the operated area leased-out was by househmlc 
self-employed in agriculture; about 19 percent by agriculture 
iabour households and about 46 percent by other households (14 
table 11). Across the states, households belonging to the 8.1: 
employed in agriculture and others contributed to the bulk of t1 
operated area leased-out in all the states except Andhra Pradesl 
Gujarat, Maharashtra and Karnataka, where agricultural labour*: 
also contributed to a substantial percentage of the arel 
Regarding the type of households leasing- in land, in all t! 
states it is dominated by the self-employed in agriculture. 
marked exception to this is Kerala where about 30 percent of f r  
area leased in was by others, To what extent, the allocation I 
land through the land lease market has affected the ~ i :  
dlstributi QF of operational hoidina will be discussed in t? 
following section. 
Tablc 11 
PERCENTAGE OF A K A  LEASEC 017 AID lPE4  LEASED I N  BY DIFFERENT POlSEHOLD TYPE TO 
TJTA: A K A  LEASED IN/OUT BYALL HOUSEHOLDS; 1982 
*===:.-----------.~~-~-~---~~~-~--"~-~-~----~---------~--~-~------~~~------------------------.------------------"------ --- ---- _-_______----- - -"--- -- ---- -- ---- ----- ---- --.--- ---- ----- 
Percentage o i  area leased 3u: by Percentage o f  Prea leased in by 
-.----___--___-_-_---------------------. ------ - - - ---- - -  ------ - ------ - ------ - ---- 
Simtt scli Agr*iwicurs; G~~ICTS i u t n i  sell Agr icu l tura l  Others Tota l  
t n ~ l o y e d  1 abour emp!oyed labour 
in agr i ,  i c  a w l .  
===.'=z=-------- ,-------------------------------------------------------------------------- ."-----------------------  --- -__- __ _ - -- -- - -- -- - -- -- -- - -- - ------------------ 
I r r a d t s h  li. e l  38.63 63.56 !oc.oo 83 41 13. i? 3.07 100.00 
17.66 10.17 42.37 100.0@ 35.19 2. tZ 1.89 100.00 
30.27 :o. 12 50.61 100.00 75.62 ). r 9  16.59 ;00.00 
! 62.i2 4;. 98 !. 70 1U0.00 96.00 2.00 2. 00 100.00 
I 39.70 I.C5 56.24 1GO. 00 9Q.43 i.C8 8.00 10P.00 
1 rradesh 73.16 2.50 29.16 1 ~ d . 0 0  99.32 0.00 0.65 100.0G 
1 Kbshrir 49.47 0.00 St. 53 100.00 85.30 0. 00 16.70 100.00 
8kr 9.62 i l . 4 E  48.99 130.00 91.26 I.. 83 z.93 100.00 
29.27 12.20 58.54 1G0.00 56.14 13.60 30.26 1CO. 00 
h n d t s h  26.30 11.93 61.77 100.00 82.89 t .  16 8.95 100.00 
a t r a  14.87 4t.33 35.80 1GQ.Ob 82.23 .2.93 6.85 100.00 
26.35 :t 1 3  56.62 101.@@ 83.58 12.46 3.98 100.00 
65. 13 0.09 34.48 lCJ.00 96.36 1.16 2.68 100.00 
hin 66.10 2.24 53.65 lt0.00 83.66 0.92 15.66 100.00 
HB&I 13.27 12.27 66.66 110.00 78.09 11.82 10.10 100.00 
. tndcrh 33.12 11.53 55.35 130.00 91.88 3.88 4 .21  100.00 
nM1 60.16 0.61 59.43 :G0.30 80.?3 13.51 6.27 100.00 
. . ._ _. __ _ _  __.. -------------- 
34.35 19.39 66.26 10O.M 85.25 7.51 7.24 100.00 
asas-----,,, 
-----"'"--lr--m--t--tt--t-t----ttt-"-------~-~-~---~-----~--------------~--~.-------~-----s---~------------ 
-- ------------------------------..---------------------------,------------- --- ------------ 
as  for t a b i t  1 (c) .  
Size  Distribution of operational holdings 
The distribution of k?useholds acrcrts size group of 
*r+-ional holdings has undergme several changes in the 
 vent^^. These change can be briefly summed up as follows; (see 
(a) The percentage of households operating any land has 
igh:ly declined at the a l l  India level from 27.4 pe:-- 
ia 1971 to 26.06 percent by 1981. Among states,. 
this parcentage has iccreased in iindhra Pradesh, 
Gujar i t ,  ~imachal Pradesh, 3rissa and ~ajasthan. In the 
renaini.q states there has been a declining trend. 
(b) In all :he states the perzsntage of hcuseholds in the 
s ize  grou,s above 5 hectares has sharply declined in 
Table 12 
PERCENTAGE DISTRI8UTION OF OPERATIONAL HOLDINGS AN0 A2EA OPERATED OVER 5 BROAD CATEGORIES OF OPERATIONAL HOLBIM 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- -- -- ---------- -- -- ------- -- -- -- ------- -- -- ---------- -- -- ---------- -- -- ---------- -- -- ---11 
Marginal Small Seni-medium Medium ~arci 
( 1.Ci ha 1.01-2.02 ha 2.03-6.06 ha 6.05-i0.12 ha 1 18.1: 
States Year ------------------ ------------------ 
----------------,, -, -,_,,,,,-_,,- -- ------- I
1 
no. of area no.of area no.of area no. of area no.of Ul 
h~~ldirgs operated holdings operat-.' holdings operated holdings operated holdings @u 
------------------------------------------ ----.----L-----^--.------------------------------------*-----------------. 
1. Andhra Pradesh 1970-71 67.29 9.28 19.16 11,?6 18.23 21.91 11.87 31.32 3.47 
1981-82 68.54 1G.25 22.13 15.37 15.51 21.08 10.80 30.20 2.92 
2. Assaa 
1970-71 52.66 21.66 30.23 34.92 2.99 12.20 0.H 16.3C 30.56 
1981-82 61.57 22.12 24.32 33.51 . 11.33 29.36 2.68 13.65 0.10 
3.8ihar 
1970-71 58.86 18.11 23.32 26.22 12.85 28.92 4.51 21.01 0.45 
1981-82 68.70 22.41 17.51 25.35 9.90 27.08 3.38 18.73 0.41 
6. Gujarat 
1370-71 27.19 3.9G 20.70 5.55 22.26 17.41 21.66 35.95 8.25 
1981-52 38.63 6.53 20.39 11.31 21.30 22.62 15.82 38.60 3.17 
5. Haryana 
1970-71 17.68 2.53 li.56 6.56 28.30 i9.86 31.06 69.24 5.62 
1981-82 42.22 3.76 12.76 7.28 22.88 25.56 18.81 65.57 3.35 
6.Hinachal Pradesh 
1970-71 53.55 19.71 25.66 25.27 16.17 26.10 6.28 23.29 8.V 
1981-82 51.23 20.69 25.17 25.96 16.89 28.50 5.50 23.15 8.21 
7.Jarru & Kashrir 
1970-71 56.52 26.90 30.35 37.63 12.61 28.08 2.22 9.59 
1981-82 60.91 26.65 26.82 32.90 !1.88 29.02 2.33 12.23 0. I* 
8.Karnataka 
1970-71 28.76 5.10 22.18 19.69 25.66 22.97 17.59 36.29 5.41 
1983-82 38.10 5.80 22.53 13.18 22.18 26.16 13.26 32.76 3,b 
9.Kerala 
1970-71 86.?1 60.05 8.90 26.75 3.66 20.08 1.13 12.26 0.11 
1981-82 88.96 L5.65 7.28 26.09 12.89 18.67 10.82 10.06 0.e- 
10. Hadhya Pradesh 
1970-71 26.11 3.12 20.29 8.96 25.77 21.15 21.64 37.99 b,:* 
!QRI-81 32.96 4.67 22.51 li.31 23.12 26.18 17.85 38.60 3.51 
11 .Maharashtra 
1970-71 23.71 3.06 21.74 8.38 23.66 17.59 22.66 35.29 8 . b -  
195:-82 35.26 3.63 19.67 9.35 21.28 20.01 18.42 37.88 5.5: 
12. Grissa 
1970-71 51.52 18.60 25.78 27.32 13.90 27.06 . 5.25 21.55 I,!! 
1981-22 56.15 17.C2 26.11 26.68 14.08 26.16 4.63 17.81 a. - 3  
13.Punjab 
1970-7: li.71 1.66 19.06 7.09 32.70 26.28 30.51 65-05 6. t i  
1381-82 59.0? 3.91 10.39 8.90 13.96 21.76 14.15 45.85 2, r l  
1b.Rajasthan 
1970-71 31.0C 2.01 l6.60 5.79 21.30 16.19 21.77 33.23 9 !'I 
1981-82 30.53 3.55 17-68 6.98 22.09 17.08 22.50 36-50 7.u 
15. Tali 1 Nadu 
1970-71 (0.06 21.93 21.26 22.73 13.17 27.32 1.93 21-72 I.$ 
1981-82 X.37 22.39 16.72 26.72 8.28 25.37 3.35 20.68 ts  
16. Uttar Pradesh 
1970-71 49.78 15.66 26.92 25.30 16.45 29.76 6.20 23-35 
1981-82 55.60 18.09 21.58 23.76 12.88 28.06 5.60 23-62 1.  
17. Uest Bengal 
' 3  
1970-71 61.21 24.80 22.80 28.92 12.96 31.06 2.98 !4.58 
1981-82 76.36 29.27 15.83 28.77 8.07 28.25 1.67 11.39 '-1 1. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
411 India 1970-71 45.77 9.21 22.38 14.80 17.66 22.52 11.11 
1981-82 56.00 11.50 19.32 16.59 14.23 23.55 8.56 30.15 
Smce:  Sane as for table 7 (b). 
' = = = = = = = = = = = = = z = = = = = = = ~ = = = = = = = I = = = = = 1 5 = = I I - -  ---------------"z========~==*== 
the seventies. 
( c ) .    he percentage of households 2alling in the size group 
2 :!0 5 hectares Ceclin..~ in all the st.tes. 
( d l .  In the I to 2 hectares size group, the percentage of 
households declined at all India level and in all the 
states except Punjab, Madhya Pradesh and Andhra 
?radesh, where it has increased. 
( e l .  All the s t a t e s  witi~essed a marked increase in the 
percentage of households in the less thcn 0.40 hectare 
size grow. However in the 0.5 to 1.0 hectares size 
group the trend is mixed across the states. The. 
percentage has increased in Bihar, Gujarat, Haryana, 
Punjab an2 Rajasthzn. XI other states, it remained 
constant or s1ighti:r leclined. 
Along with the chances in the distribution of opera- 
tienal holdings, its average area has been declining sharply in 
all .the size groups. This trend is observed in all the states. 
. . PO? the c \ s r i r r i ~ ~  '-3 n r A u ~ ~ ,  I in average size of 
@Ce;tati.onal holding was about .21 percent. If we exclude the 
landless the decline is slightly hi'gher. In all the states, the 
i t c l u s i ~ n  of the non-operatinq households makes a significant 
difference to the average size. 
:'n the absence of co?nparable data on operational 
beldings in 'the eighties we can not examine whether the trends in 
Frndholding : n the seventies continued to operate in the 
biqhties. Howev?r data from the census of landholdings relating 
k@ the years 198:. and 1986 has shown a sharp fall in the average 
)ize of operational nolding in a number of statess. 
Since the distribution of households and their averlfl, 
size of operational holding have Seen changing, we have exaliq 
h2w they have aifected the concei~tration of land by estimatq 
tle lorenz ra t . io ,  and also the share of the operated area of dff- .  
fe-ent segments in the scale of landholding. 
The estimates of lorenz ratio has shown an increaseir 
the seventies (see table 13). This is seen to be true, in kY 
the ?stirnates obtained by including and excluding the zero sin 
clasc, the only difference is that the order of increase h 
smaller, when the zero size class is included. In the care tf 
estimates excluding the zero size class, the lorenz ratio s h W  
an increase in all the states, though at varying rates. On tb 
other hand, inclusion of zero size class has resulted in tb 
decline in the lorenz ratio In Assam, Haryana, Punjab and Y U t  
Bengal . 
Table 13 
Estimates of Lorenz Ratio iy States in India, 1371 and 1981 
0perat;onal P, lding 
States 
(excluc'es C size class) (includes 0 size class) 
1971 198: per cent 1971 1981 per cent 
change change 
1. Andhra Pradesh 
2. Assam 
3. Bihar 
4. Gujarat 
5. Haryana 
6. Himachal Pradesh 
7. Jammu & Kashmir 
8. Karnataka 
9. Kerala 
10.Madhya Pradesh 
1l.Maharashtra 
12 .Orissa 
13.Punjab 
14.Rajasthan 
15.Tamil Nadu 
16.Uttar Pradesh 
17.West Bengal 
All India 0.70 0.72 3.'2 0.78 0.80 1.95 
The estimated share of operated area of different 
skgments in the scale of landholding has shown significant changes 
in the seventies (see table 4 .  In Assam, Bihar, Gujaxat,  
Hrryana, Jammu & Kashmir , Karnataka, Maharashtra, Pun jab, ~amil' 
Uadu, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal. the bottom and middle 
cencentration of operated area declined and the top concentration 
increased. The increase in t ~ p  concentration has been sharper in 
reme states like Punjab, Haryana, Jammu & Kashmir, Tamil Nadu and 
%.st Bengal. The decline in bottom concentration has been sharper 
in West Bengal, Tami, Nadu, Punjab and Haryana. The trends in the 
remaining states have shown divergent patterns. In Andhra Pradesh, 
the share of bottom, middle and top segments in the scale of 
landholding has shown only marginal change. More or less the same 
trend is noted in Orissa and Himachal Pradesh also. But, in 
Rerala, the share of the bottom 40 per cent has virtually disap- 
peared and the share of the middle 40 per cent and top 5 per cent 
has increased. In Madhya Pradesh, the share of the bottom and tog 
regments declined slightly and that of the middle segment has 
increased. In Rajasthan, the share of the middle segment and that 
ef the top 5 per cent has increased. For the country as a whole, . 
the top concentration has increased and the bottom and middle 
concentration declined. It is interesting to note that except in 
Iimachal Pradesh, in all other states the bottom concentration has 
declined. 
Table 16 
Share of  operat ional  holdings i n  var ious category 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.- 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
States Year Bottom 6Q t 40% t o  80 t LO b t c  QO t TOP 5 t TOP 10 t TOP 15 t TOP 21 1 
Pndhra Pradesn 1971 6.28 29.36 67.33 32.35 66.39 56.66 61.59 
1981 6.60 29.78 47.89 31.77 k5.7? 55.78 63.52 
Bihar 1971 6.79 33.99 52.88 26.82 60.34 50.82 5Q.23 
1981 4.71 32.38 51.38 29.36 43.61 56.65 62.91 
Haryana 1971 11.55 38.58 56.56 20.25 31.91 61.39 69.87 
1981 2.91 35.83 56.16 26.62 60.93 53.12 61.25 
Himachal Pradesh 1971 11.56 34.60 51.81 23.76 36.53 66.50 53.64 
1981 11.7. 35.72 53.66 23.09 31.62 62.85 52.56 
Jar ru  6 Kashair 1971 13.53 39.64 57.89 17.32 28.58 38.29 17.03 
1981 10.89 39.05 55.35 21.20 33.75 63.01 50.06 
Karnataka 1971 3.31 33.16 51.07 25.90 39.61 50.61 57.55 
1981 8.L5 29.86 47.26 30.21 61.31 56.35 61.69 
Madhva Prsdcsh 1971 8.66 35.01 52.65 26.99 38.71 68.71 56.35 
1981 7.91 35.92 56.02 25.83 38.08 68.15 56.17 
Haharashtra 1971 8.60 33.81 52.21 25.16 30.39 50.22 57.79 
1981 6.67 33.76 ~ 1 . 8 8  27.41 61.15 51.57 59.59 
Or issa 
Pun jab 1971 1L.16 38.63 56.90 19.75 30.96 40.15 17.23 
1981 N 28.85 52.34 30.78 67.66 62.60 11.15 
Tamil Nadu 1971 9.15 33.56 51.56 26.60 39.29 69.'38 57.31 
1981 3.11 30.:6 50.62 31.31 66.27 57.60 66.53 
U t ta r  Pradesh 1971 10.01 36.53 53.75 23.52 36.24 65.79 53.16 
1981 6.85 36 .?6 52.87 26.26 60. 27 50.95 59.09 
West Bengal 1971 8.99 38.96 57.06 21.29 33.95 44.58 52.05 
1981 5.80 31.98 52.92 28.68 41.28 53.16 62.22 
I n d i a  1971 6.90 30.76 68.67 31.06 66.63 51.55 62.16 
1981 . 6.52 29.89 48.50 32.24 66.98 57.65 65.59 
==z='====r=z========z======C------------------------------------------------------------------.-.----.- -- ----------------------------------..-- 
N= Neg l i g ib le  
What is the extent to which the change in shares of operated 
area of different segments has ' affected the skewness of the 
distribution of operational holding. In order to bring out this, 
we derived the composite index of skewness by using the Principal 
Component Analysis. The results are given in table 15. The 
estimated values of the tndex has shown that the skewness has 
aoved towards the top size groups of holdings in Punjab (88%) , 
Haryana ( 4 0 % ) ,  West Bengal (35%) , Assam (31%) , Jammu and Kashmir 
$ .  
(21%), Tamil Nadu (25%), Uttar Pradesh (17%), Karnataka (14%) and 
Maharastra (6%). In Himachal Pradesh the index has shown a 
marginal decline. In the remaining states the estimated values of 
the index has shown only'insignificant change. 
Table 15 
Index of skewness for the distribution of operational holding 
--------------------------------------------------------------- 
1971 1981 % change 
............................................................... 
Andrapradesh 70.72 69.49 -1.73 
Assam 39.57 52.09 31.64 
Bihar 59.65 65-84 10.39 
Gujarat 57.28 60.55 5.71 
Haryana 43.31 60.77 40.32 
B. Pradesh 51.97 48-31 -7.04 
3&K 37-57 4S.38 20.80 
Karnataka 58.23 65.51 14.22 
Kerala 81.52 79.49 -2.50 
M. Pradesh 55.65 55.08 -1.01 
Maharas tra 57-61 61.03 5 - 9 4  
OrisOa 53.39 53.40 0.03 
Pun j aj 40.81 76.65 87.84 
Ra jastban 66.11 65.80 -0.46 
Tamil lfadu 57.47 71.57 24.53 
U. Pradeah 50.85 59.38 16.76 
West Bengal 47.11 63.56 34.92 
---------*---------------------------------+------------------- 
All India 67.24 ?l. 93 6.92 
--------m=q*'--------------------------- -------------------------qe------------------- ---------- 
It is clear from the preceding analysis that there has 
been an increase in the concentration of operated area and its 
skewness.towards the top size groups in a number of states. This 
tendency is strikingly different from that of the distribution of 
29 
ownership holding. As we have seen in the previous section, thi! 
has been facilitated by the changes in the direction o f l d  
transfers through land lease ;r,arlrst, leading to a somewhat greatw 
concentration of operated holdings than of ownership holdings: 
the seventees. 
V. Conclus'ions and Policy Implications 
In this paper we have examined the structural changesil 
landholding in the seventees . The analysis revealed rapb 
marginalization of the structure of landholding in most parts lf 
India mainly due to a disproportionate proliferation of margirl 
holdings (both ownership and operational) . Such a lops3ded chaw 
in the distribution of households has been a major factorb 
accounting for a decline in the average size of ownership holdir( 
as suggested by the decomposition exercise. This perhaps sugge* 
the operation of a ladder process predominantly in a doom~W 
direction. 
The decline in the ave?rage size of owned area anda 
lopsided change in the distribution of households seem to havey 
in a process of change in the distribution of ownership holdir~ 
The decline in the average size di-rectly leads to increase in* 
lorenz ratio and the increase in the latter results in an in- 
in the index of skewnes's. The lopsided changes in the distribuM9 
of households affect tho lor-enz ratio and the index 6f skew A 
through changes in the incidence of landless households. ? 
i 
increase in population pressure affects the struetun i 
landholding via the average size of ownership holding. 
operation of this process has resulted in an increase in the i 
of skewness in eight out of the seventeen states. In the 
states the index of skewness has shown a falling trend. 
The changes in the distribution of operational holding 
btrikinaly differ~nt from that of ownership holding. In a 
I 
(eroi S'ic lLes,  the con2entret;isn of operated area and its index 
1 
I ;skewness have shown significant increase and have been 
(litated by changes in the direction of land transfers through 
)lease market, leading to a somewhat greater concentration and 
bess of operational holdings than of ownership holdings. 
I 
I The incidence of tenancy has shown a declining trend in 
'the states. The forms of tenancy has also undergone change. In 1 
states, commercial tenancy has gained importance. In all the 
I 
bs, area leased for 'other terms' showed substantial increase. 
I 
king of land for share of produce remained important in a 
br of states. For the country as a whole, about 38 percent of 
i land leased out was by households self-employed in 
t $culture, about 19 percent by agricultural labour households 
1 the remaining by other households. In Andhra Pradesh, 
hataka, ,nd Maharashtra, abo.*t 50 per cent of the area leased 
I 
/belonged to agricultural labour households. 
i ':;he findings of this paper help us to understand better, 
L. 
direction in which agrarian reforms should be carried out in 
e. As revealed in our findings, the process of adjustments 
ring in the landholding structure through market and non 
ketfactors has not helped in reducing the inequality in either 
ership or operational distribution of land; it has rather 
eased the disparity in control over land in many states. Such I
in landholding points towards the continuing importance of 
stributive measures for achieving some amount of equity in the 
ribution of land. In this context effective implementation of 
ceiling on ownership holding offers the possibility of 
mobilishing suryl us land f s  s t i b t  5 . 0  an0r.g the lsndles.4 
hcuseholds. 
-- A t .  . j q rj1I.r ,~..~i.:?, y , .. ... :- . .  :-. 
. .. ......, . ~ ~ ~ : ~ y a i . s  that the disparitq 
in control over land has to  3e :ri.ened i n  r e l a t i o n  to the change? 
taking place in t h e  land l ease  ~*ar!:+t. A s  we have noted elsewhere 
the land lease market has beer. working in the reverse direction a 
several states. As shown by rsgton specif ic  studies on thig 
phenomenorl, this reverse flow of tenancy is largely an outcome 0%l 
the emerging technology i.n agricu7ture10. In order to realize tba 
economies of scale in the new technology, the medium and larfl 
holding has entered the lease markets. However, in the case 04 
small and marginal holdings, the ownership of work animals fo l  
cultivation has became increasingly difficult. In fact, the numbs 
of work anima?s it? most parts o f  the country has shown a s h a d  
decline in the seventiesl'. Also,  the non farm ernploYme 
opportunities has increased in regions where there has been fast 
growth of  agr'culture. In suck, c situation, perhaps i t  has b 
advantageous for the small holdizgs to lease out their land. 
the tenancy relation that has emerged in agriculture 
qtalitatively different from ttat of the past. Now, more t ? 
e n s x i n g  security of the tenant. it is important to ensure d 
security of the small lesor, who should be able to get his ld 
bdck from the big leaser, r s  and when he wants to do $ 
cuLtivation. Theref ore, the land tenure policy should be suitaq 
modified to achieve this obSective. Since the changes in 
operational holding are essentially in response to the chaw* 
the lease narket, there Ts no need to impose ceiling 
operational h2lding. 
Since the structure of. landholdings has been 
Fereasingly getting niarginalised in recent years, it is important 
F '  
kc design devalopmei~i s ~ x a t ~ g i e s  for increasing the productivity 
bd income levels of the small and marginal holding. This requires 
Sfat only application of science and technology for enhancing the 
productivity of small pieces of Land through intensive cultivation 
bthods, but also through diversif ica'ion of agricultural 
dotivities. For instance, there is scope for augmenting income in 
mall and margir~al holdings through better integration of 
biveatock and cropping systems. It is interesting to note in this 
[Context that there has been an increasin~ tendency in the recent 
pars among the small and marginal holdings in taking up the 
hnimal husbandry activltiesl2. The organisation of small and 
arginal holdings ir.to co-operatives or other types of group 
farming activities for their better absorbtian of inputs and 
kchnology and better realisation of prices for their produce are 
rhaportant issues that the development planners and the 
agricultural administrators should give utmost priority in the 
$resent juncture of agricultural transformation in India. In this 
context, a systematic evaluation of the experiences of the Anand 
#attern co-operatives for milk, oilseeds and vegetables and the 
group farming implenented in Kerala for promoting paddy 
cultivation etc may provide lot of insights into planning and 
implementing such organisational forms in future. 
* * * * * * * * * * *  
te: This is a substantially revised version of a paper presented 
an internal seminar at the Centre for ~eveiopment Studies, 
ivandrum. We wish to acknowledge Dr. Sakthi Padhi and Mr. D. 
rayana for their detailed comments. However, the authors are 
olely responsible for the contents of the study. 
FOOTNOTES 
1. For a discussion of the comparability of various est.imates of 
landholdings by N a t i i o a l  Sample Survey see, Government of 
India (1988) and Sanyal, S.K. (1976 & 1977). 
2. Apart from the NSS, the Aqricultural Census also provides drtr 
on landholdings on a quinqcennial basis. The NSS estimates, 
have been always less thar. that provided by the Agricultural, 
Census because of the reasolls following: (a) NSS estimates do 
not include land located in the non-household sector; (b) HSI 
followed the enquiry method, household as a reporting unit, 
where as the Agricultural Census was based on the concept of 
holding. Except in Kerala, Orissa, West Bengal, Tamil Nadu, 
Assam and parts of Uttar Pradesh where enquiry method baseda 
sample surveys are followed, the census estimates are based4 
revenue records; and (c) NSS estimates do not include holdim 
below 0,002 hectares. Also, NSS under-eatimated the number d 
households in certain states and over estimated in some 
states. For a detail discussion on the comparability of NSS 
and Agricultural Census data see, Government of India (1988). 
3. For a detail discussion on the influence of average family 
size on landholding see, Rodgers, Gerry (ed):1989. 
4. The logic underlying the decomposition exercise used here ir 
the same as the one used for decomposing the difference in 
birth rates in to three factors namely, marital status, 
marital fertility and age distribution. For more details,rcl 
Kitagawa (1955) and United Nations (1978). 
$ lagrangian interpolation formula was used for computing 
share of landholding in various categories of households 
10 per cent, top 15 per cmt, bottom 40 ger c e ~ t  and 
ttom 50 per cent. etc) . A computer program was written which 
i aluated for interpolation arguments x* the lagrangian 
bterpolating polynomial of degree d passing through the 
ints (xm i t~ ym i n , ( ~ r n ~ n + ~  ,ymt11+1), (Xmi~~hd,Ymin+d). 
I is program evaluates the appropriate interpolating 
~lynomial and return the interpolant value, y* (x*) with 
I ious values for d and min. The Lagrange's form of the 
lterpolating polynomial is given below: 
min+d 
y* (x*) = E Li (x*)yl 
i=min 
where 
min+d (x* -xj ) 
~t (x* = n ; i=rnin,min+l, ..., min+d 
j=min (xi -xj 1 
j=i 
e v a l u e s  of d and min were changed in order to m 5 . n i . m i . z e  the 
in the estimat5.nn. For do ta i . 1  acco~mt of this technique 
Carnahan, Brice et a1 . (1969) . 
b e graphs given in %he Appendix I indicates that the 1 orenz curve for the e s t i m a t e d  deci 1 ss arc culls i nt-nt w.i th 
ih at of the given distribution. 
ePrincipal Component Analysis has been applied to derive 
e composite index of skewness of the distribution of shares 
!or both ownership holdings and operational holdings. The 
llowing variables were used: bottom 40 percent, middle 40 to 
percent, middle 40 to 90 percent, top 5 percent, top 10 
rcent, top 15 percent, top 20 percent. The first principal 
component explained 79.8 percent variation in ownership 
holdings. The componznt lodings are -0.887 (bottom 40%), 
-0.788 (middle 40%) , -0.686 ;middle 50%) , 0.916 (top 5 t )  
0.983 (top 10%) , 0.993 (top 15%) , 0.956 (top 20%) . In the cara 
of operational holdings, the first principal compontr' 
explained 76.7 percent of variation. The component loadinqs 
are -0.885 '(bottom 40%), -0.768 (middle 4 3 % ) ,  -0.589 (middle 
50%), 0.891 (top 5 % ) ,  0.982 (top lo%), 0.996 (top 15t1, 6.95 
(top 20%). The da;a were combined both 1971 and 1981 for 
deriving the component loadings. The standard score has ku 
normalised between 0 to 100 using the following formula; 
XI J - Min XI J 
- Yl J - X 100 
Max Xi J - Min XI J 
Where Xij is the component score. The Min XIJ s i 8 t h @  
component score if the land has been equally distributed. Tk? 
Max Xi J is the component score if the land has k!l 
concentrated in the top 20 percent. Hence therefore if t l f  
index is 0, it means that the land has been shared equally .I 
all the group, and if the index is 100, it means that l r n i : ~  
favourable to the larger holdings. 
8. The other terms includes the leases which had been efi: 
verbally contracted and not recorded on any document. 
4 ,  W b t r  of Households, Area ooerated and Average s ize  of Operational holdings ava i lab le  tr6h the 
Agr icu l tura l  Census i n  the e ight ies  are given belou. 
: : ~ ~ : : = : = = : : : : : = = = : : = ~ = = ~ Z ~ : : : : = ~ = = = = = = = = = : ~ : . . ; ; ~ = ~ = = : = ~ = ~ ~ = " : ' = : = = : = Z E E I = = = : = = : = = =  
Number of holdings %age Area oDerated (00) %age Average s i z e  %age 
¶ta les  1980-81 i985-87 change 1980-81 1986-87 change 1980-81 1986-87 change 
------------.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
M h r s  Pradesh 73699 82316 11.69 163226 141580 -1.22 1.96 1.72 -11.56 
6 ,ram 22980 N.A - 31211) N . A  - 1.36 N.A - 
I f h r r  110296 118018 6.99 110576 102409 -7.67 1.00 C.87 -13.52 
i u j r r a t  293D1 30766 5.00 191063 101116 0.iO 3.65 3.29 -6.67 
h w ~  10116 13476 33.19 55617 57129 4.27 3.52 2.76 -21.71 
R,rathal Prsdesh 6381 8198 28.18 9834 10175 3.78 1.56 1.24 -19.22 
Jrnw & Kash~ir 10356 11602 l3.95 !Oi96 !GI69 -1.23 0.99 0.86 -13.33 
Krnataks 63093 48ldt 11.82 117i57 llti85 1.13 2.73 2.67 -9.56 
Kwrlr 41809 i L l C  16.85 18553 17528 -2.91 0.43 0.36 -16.96 
W h r a  Pradesh 66109 76031 18.60 219311 221553 1.02 3.62 2.91 -16.82 
ur?rrrshtra 68625 80819 17.77 213616 213966 0.15 3.11 2.65 -16.96 
) r i ~ ~  33282 35855 7.73 52775 52508 - 0.32 1.59 1.67 -7.47 
tunjab 10200 10886 6.71 38925 61039 5.63 3.82 3.77 .-1.19 
CJrsthan 66870 17628 6.15 199320 206716 3.71 4 1.36 -2.30 
T;~A Nadu 71905 77067 7.18 77079 77959 1.14 1.07 1.01 -5.63 
I t t a r  Pradtsh 178173 187873 5.66 179707 174383 -2.96 1.01 C.93 -7.37 
krt Btnoal 58776 61562 1.71 55518 56638 1.60 0.95 P.92 -2.96 
.--..------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Ind ia  888830 N. A - 1637970 N.A - 1.86 N. A - 
r l P . ( = = = = = : : = . - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Wee: Aariculturel  S i tuat ion i n  I n d i a  (varigus issues). 
14. This aspect has been brought out clearly in the studies with 
reference to Punjab by Gill, S. S. (1989) and Singh, Igbal 
(1989). 
11. See for details, Nair K.N and Dhas A.C (1989). 
An analysis of the trends in livestock holdings in the 
seventies has clearly shown an increase in the number of 
milch animals kept in the small and marginal holdings and a 
reduction in the number of working bovines. This in turn 
indicates that these holdings are increasingly taking up 
dairying as a source of income and employment. See for 
details, Nair K.N and Dhas A - C  (1989) . 
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